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QBS 
 
1- ELite- Dak v Atlanta 

- Dak has averaged 21 Fps with 227 payds on 32 atts with 24 
yards rushing 

- In last 6 games, he’s been over 22 fantasy points 5 of those 
- Scoring the most FP per dropback besides DWatson  
- Atlanta is 17 in FPA to the QB- part of this might be the fact that 

they are so bad aginst RB that QBs haven’t had to score against 
them 

- IN DVOA the team ranks, 29 with 24 and 29 resepctive grades to 
pass and run 

- He’s a road dog, but we should see a competitive game here 
ATL offense is favored and there has to be some creedence to 
them getting back on track, finally getting home after a road trip 

- I think with all the value on this slate, people overlook Dak, the 
one thing I will say  Zeke smash spot, so you can take it or leave 
it there 

Brady v DEN 
- I don’t mind it, but I think that the Broncos will bounce back, as 

a unit here but whoa-- dropped to 15 in pass DVOA, he’s brady 
but road game and super pricy 

 
2- Pivot City- Stafford v CLE 

- Issue that I have with Staffod is that he’s only gone for more 
than 20 fpts twice 

- He’s been excellent this year from a volume perspective-- 276 
payds, over 300 yards in the last three 

- Averaging 72% adjcomp .43 pts per dropback, thats MEH- 
honestly its jammed between  brisset and Ryan 
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- Now he’s had some tougher mathcups -- pitt was negative 
gamescript, NO was, GB they couldn’t score TDs runnign the 
ball 

- Here’s part of what scrares me- positive game script stafford 
only throws the ball 43% of the time, and they haven’t been in 
positive game script much this year  

- CLE allowing a 103 passer rating, just MIA and OAK are worse 
but only 19 FPts per game, why? They put no pressue on you- 
they have only been leading for 16 plays this year 

- Stafford could HOWEVER be forced into throwing in the redzone 
which I love CLE ranks 3  

 
Matt Ryan v DAL 

- Here’s another home favorite in a much tighter matchup, albeit 
not a better one--  

- Ryan avergaing 22 atts 269 yards per game, only 14 fps, but last 
three he’s been over 15 

- He’s been mediocre over this year really- ranking as QB15 with 
just .45 pts/drop 

- Hard to read this too- looking at trends he’s averaged anywhere 
from 9-43 points as home favorite in high total games 

Jared Goff-- top ten fantasy QB- averaging .54 pts/dropback, Brisssett 
just torched this team last week- better offense, at home, tough spt 
for running game and texans are 3rd in most fantasy points allowed to 
QB 
 
3- Pivot Again- Ben v Colts 

- Talk about tilting-- this guy --- only 12.67 fp/game - he’s a gmae 
manager now just get the ball to the best guys and let them work 

- Only completing 68% of passes, 21/34 with some of the best 
weapons in the game-- He;s 1/1 in TD/INT ratio 
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- He’s tempting and price is nice, but hard to understand what the 
upside is  

 
McCown v TB 

- One team allows a higher completion rate, raiders, McCown has 
a 85% compeltion rate when he’s not pressured, bucs have no 
pass rush 

- BUF is the comp here- only 4.3% adjsack rate 
- Averaging more FPts than Ben and Ryan, .48 pts/dropback  
- I see a pretty solid floor here, tbh and have no problem rostering 

him  
4- Value- FitzaMagic v NYJ 

- Listen- this is tempting- 6100 v Jets in your mind this is a great 
spot 

- Jets allowing 19 fpts to the QB 
- Def is 21 in DVOA and Fitz smashed in the game he had against 

the Cards, looked fine, no mike evans though here and has 
thrown 4 tds on his 47 atts 

- Jets allow sam passer rating as falcons and Colts, so there’s as 
much to like here as the other matchups  

Eli Manning v SF 
- Here’s something to like-- ELI has only faced one defense ranke 

dbelow 25 in DVOA this year- the bucs, he scored 30 points 
- His last three weeks as a passer he’s faced Seatlle-6th, DEN-15, 

LAR- 3 
- SF is just falling part on defense- traded robinson, tartt went 

down, jimmy ward is down  
- I don;t like this team or this offense, but manning is the fantasy 

equivalent of Roethlisberger this year .39 fps per dropback with 
12 TDs and 6ints, and a 74% adjcompletion rate  

- SF has a terrible sack rate  
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RBs 
1- Eat the Chalk 
Lev Bell v INDY 

- Positive game script Bell may see more than 30 carries 
- He’s on ;y rb that has 100% of temas RZ work 
- The colts are 27 in DVOA with 21 in rush, not allowing a massive 

success rate in the RZ, theyve been decent there- we’ve seen 
some backs struggle here, but Bell is not some back 

- He has a 20 pt floor here 
- However, if you want to exploit this defense Brown may be the 

way to do it- they allow this highest explosive pass rate in the 
NFL brown may be your guy 

 
Zeke v ATL 

- 29th in DVOA to the rush 21 fpts allowed to the RB this year  
- Second in RZ workload to Bell and second in TD to Gurley 
- Scored 5 ru td in last 3 games, on 86 carries, all plus matchups, 

twice on the road, played 92% of snaps last week 
- No reason not to trust the workload upcoming  

 
2- Pivot City 
Fournette v LAC 

- Fournette hasn’t played in 3 weeks, but coming into this week 
has  2 weeks with 23+ touches more than 130 yards and 3 tds in 
both 

- He’s healthy and in a good spot against the LAC currently 
allowing 22 fp/game to the RB, 26 in rush DVOA 

- Last time he payed a team ranking this poorly against the rush 
was Rams - went for 20  

- Clear floor, no doubt 
McCoy v NO 
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- McCoy has one of the better matchups on the board, high total, 
home dog 

- Saints allowing 22 most to RBs in PPr scoring about 20 points 
per game 

- They are running the ball plenty, his worklod is safe top 5 in 
touches and getting nearly 24 per game, creating .71 pts per 
touch in PPR 

- What I’m struggling with is his performance is actually 
correlated with Tyrod’s suces this year-- Biggest games this 
year have come against bad pass defenses TB and OAK 

- Buffalo’s o line has been bad 22 in rush block and 31 in pass 
proteciton, allowing a 21% sack conversion rate 

- Thing you love is the receptions, exclusing the jets hes had 6-8 
receptions per game also- 

3- Pivot Again 
Jordan Howard v GB 

- Howardg getting the 20th ranked def in DVOA buta llowing 23 
fpts per game  

- Howard tied with Leo fournette for RZ work right behing McCoy 
in totl volume. 

- Problem is offense, he hasnt scored a TS in a month, but had a 
string of sorta tough  matchups-- Car, bal, no, MIN 

- Still one of the best in the league in YPC and GB allowing plenty 
of RZ success to RB 

Ingram/kamara v BUF 
- I dont know how we don’t love the prices here- this team allowed 

points to Matt Forte rank 23rd in AFPA to the RB 
- And we know that they have been in smash mode last 3 weeks 5 

TDs between them in last three weeks, Here;s the thing 
- Kamara is at a season high in price- Ingram dropping 
- Sam number of twouches last week and seems prety clear tha’s 

the move here for peyton 
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- Who can you pick? Buf rush d not allowing a ton of success  
 
Hyde v NYG 

- One of the best market shares in the NFL had 9 receptions last 
week aagint ARI a much tougher rush d 

- Currently 7th overall in RB touches and facing a NY def that is 
24th in DVOA to RB and 21 to the RB in ppr 

- Hyde will struggle as the offense struggles but he won’t lose 
snaps or touches, just whetehr or not he gets in the end zone 

 
McKinnon v WAS 

- Sneaky start - no team allowing more explosive rushes than 
skins 

- McKinnon has flrited with 20 touches in last 4 weeks and gtten 3 
games over 24 pts 

- With 25 targets in that span and 4 TDS 
- The Skins D is decent at run stopping, but Mckinnon has survied 

tougher matchups with CHI, GB, BAL, CLE 
 
Freeman v DAL 

- Home favorite, highest total, insanely low price  
- Issue? Workload- hasn’t touched it more the 20 times since the 

buffalo game, despite being able to go for more than 4 yards all 
season long 

- This is one of the best matchups on the board from a Line 
perspective 

- Dal allowing 2+ ybco and the falcons already earning 2.2 Ybco 
- The Cowboys have only afced two other line like this this year 

adn that was Rams and Packers-- go see what Gurley and Jones 
did in those games even Denver samshed them 

- Good font lines have had their way here 
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3- Value 
 
Darkwa v SF- 

- This team gave up over 150 yards rushign to an old man 
- Two weeks before that they gave up Zeeks beiggest game of the 

year  
- Darkwa hasaveraged 5 ypc i cant make that up and only twice 

has he see more than 15 touches last week was one of them 
- He has ability and possibly in good gamescript he could do well 

here- that’s all i got I dont know what mcaddoo will do 
-  

 
WR 
1- Eat the Chalk 

a. AB v INdy 
- 27 poitsn last year here 
- Seen 34% of  team targets and still only has 3 td avergaing 

over 11 tgts per game  
- The colts allow the most explosive pass plays in the NFL  
- Only downside- more mouths to feed, however, brown has 

seen at least 10 targets in last 3 weeks and will ikely see 
those again, this is not a competitive game however, so he 
will have to do his damage early, or hope the colts score 

b. Julio v DAL 
- Last 3 weeks he has 31 targets- twice over 12 targets, he will get 

one of the best amtchups on the board and has a massive 
advantage in this one  

- We saw this matchup get slayed by packers and could be very 
similar for Julio here 

c. AJ v TEN 
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- If he really is going to get Adoree jackson I like his 
chances, Jackson has been fine this year, but still being 
targetted on 20% of routes and has allowed .3 fp/r 

- Green has only been this cheap once- against GB 
- TEN has been notably better against WR1 this year, v 2, 

ranking 10 v 29. Probably shifting help over the top  
- But the best WRs we’ve seen them face are deandre 

hopkins doug baldwin and crabtree/cooper 
- Baldwin 10/105 TD, Hopkins 10/105 TD, Cooper/crabtree 11 

for 125 td 
- They shut down hilton, but that was Brissetts first road 

start of the year and on the outside Mocrief had his best 
game of theyear and dropped a TD 

- So deep dive-- right before the firght green had ramsey 
beat dead to rights, 2 full yards, ball was thrown OB by 
dalton and green caught it anyway Cinci beat reporters 
think Ramsey was scared  

2- Pivot City 
a. Dez v ATL  
- If he plays you have to think he’s part of the gameplan here-  
- Still has plebty of RZ and EZ work and should be in a good spot 

against Alford, who isn’t bad but at a size disdvantage and the 
second most trageted on his team 

- He’s got 35 poudns on this man it’s a EZ magnet 
b. Tate v Cle 
- 10 tgts a gmae, one of the worst pass defenses in the league 
- Currently wr2 in target share 
- Tate is ideal on PPR sites and esp solid if jason mccourty is 

back for the browns  
3- Value 

a. Robby anderson v TB 
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- McCown should be able to succeed and if he can Anderson is 
his best target  

- Dont wanna chase TDs but he’s had 3 in last 3 weeks, consistent 
and undepriced against one of the worst pass defenses in the 
league 

b. Juju v INdy 
- Poepe will forget this kid 
- Idk, with Tavis back he may see about 70% of snaps anyway and 

got targetted on 7 last week, we saw the breakout speed and 
YAC but if he runs outof the slot again which he has done for 
69% of snaps anyway he gets the best matchup on the colts 
against Desir, who is terrible 

- Rashaan mevlin will be on outside and he’s their best corner 
c. Sammy v HOU 

- No corners allow more F/r than johnsons and Jackson 
- We saw this team burn the gianst, they should brun the 

texans too  
- 
4- DEEP 

- Sanu v DAL- consistent rz share 
- Kupp v HOU--  
- Sterling Shepard V SF 
- Tavis v INdy 
- Kendall Wright V GB 

 
 
TE 
1- High 

- Gronk v DEN 
- Engram 
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2- Low 
- Brate v NYJ 
- Vern v MINN 
-  

 
DST 
1- High 

-  
 
2- Low 

-  
K 
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